A note from the creator and author of Wikiki

This note is intended for our children audiences to
discover true creativity in the deep down of their hearts
while viewing the pictures in the story book with their patents.
By sharing this behind-the-scene story only with parents,
the author James Wolf believes the children will expend their imagination
beyond their limit and enjoy every moment of reading.
Shall we meet our hero friend Pengki?
James Wolf, from New York.

“

Wikiki's first season episode 1 is a story about
Wikiki and the friends : Pengki, Beki, Rakki and Monki.
This is a part of a collective episodes where children audiences are
excited to share their feelings, opinions and ideas of the happenings
in the story book with parents and teachers in a most natural and
comfortable settings. The series of episodes will cover considerable
topics from adventures with wikiki friends and the family
to global issues of our planet and the outer space.

Pengki is rather shy and less outgoing.

”

As a matter of fact, he has inherited his grandfather’s amazing talent but
he doesn’t realize yet as he is too young. (Every child has a great amount of potential.)
His mom and dad have decided to keep it as a secret until Pengki grows up.

Beki is actually a loner. He wants to be friend with Pengki so badly and he is always around him.
Beki is a bit stranger and outsider of the village but no one knows yet that
he will be a big helper for Pengki someday.
It might be a good idea to discuss this subject with your child. If there is any new friend
or neighbor moved in near you, what are the things that your child can do for the new friend?
Tip. Look for Beki, a polar bear hiding every page along with your child, like ‘Where’s Wally?’

Things to discuss with your child!
01. the characteristic contents of a friend are more important that his or her appearance.
02. we need to keep our planet clean, otherwise, the global warming and
air pollution are going to only get worse.
03. Like Pengki, if you try hard on something persistent manner,
there is nothing that you cannot accomplish.
04. Everyone starts his or her own journey someday. How can we prepare for that?

Wikiki Episode 1:
Pengki, The King of Breathing and Blowing.
Pengki is a grandson of the legendary explorer Willy who is traveling all over the world.
Little royal Pengki is kind to others but some friends go overboard with tricks because
of his baby-like appearance. Especially Beki is one of them.
Beki’s whole family had to move from North Pole because the North pole
was melting away from hot temperature. (Beki’s family represents immigrated,
multi-cultural family) Beki’s only interest was Pengki and Beki just
wants to be a friend of him. Maybe this is how they become friends.
Pengki has a dream, the dream that he has for a long time since his dad has
shared the bedtime story about the tropical forest, “Poki”. His dream is actually
going there. Why? because he wanted to meet Monki who lives in the forest,
and Monki is known for the amazingly mysterious rainbow tail.
But there is a big challenge: he has to swim across the giant ocean.
Pengki didn’t give up. He thought and thought about how to cross the ocean.
One day, Pengki’s father said “Hey son, Look at this. It’s called “Wikiki” that your
grandpa left behind. I know Wikiki can take you the forest Poki but you need to
go through a very intensive training. Do you think you can do it?” “Of course father!”
Pengki felt his dream is coming true finally.
The thing is, Pengki’s blowing through his beak wasn’t enough to spin Wikiki.
“Oh son, a few times of blowing wouldn’t do. You need to practice the breathing
and blowing every day.” swoosh, swoosh. Pengki practiced this breathing
and blowing everyday. After mastering intensive breathing technique
(apical breathing and diaphragmatic breathing), Pengki realized how he was not
a little penguin anymore. He transformed to be a strong, powerful and smart royal penguin.
He also realized he could dive longer than ever.
Now Pengki is all set for adventure to pursue his dream.
He prepared igloo boat to cross the ocean.
You never know. Maybe it’s extremely harder than he thinks but it will be
so much worth to try. He feels mom and dad’s support.
He reminded himself who he is. He is the grandson of the world’s top explorer.
“Mom and Dad, don’t worry about me. I will be fine. See you guys soon okay?”
Now then, Shall we start?

